Y12 Art - Summer Project
Introduction:
To help you get a head start for when you join us in September, we thought this would be a great opportunity for you to have a go at creating some art
pieces at home. In September, you will develop a combination of skills in art, mixed media, photography, sculpture and digital. Therefore, this is a chance
for you to spend a bit of time over the summer freshening up on your art skills and to develop your own unique style.
Your first term at UTC Sheffield will include recording, experimenting, studying and analysing artists and photographers but here is a chance for you to
have a go before hand, show off your creativity and have fun whilst doing so.

Next steps
Use the table below to complete the ‘Still life’ theme. You can have a go at ‘natural forms’ and ‘natural forms artists’ afterwards if you wish to do so.
Equipment:
Use what is available to you to help you complete the below task(s).

Theme
Still Life

Natural
Forms
Natural
forms
Artists

Resources
A range of interesting objects
(Lamps, Vases, Plants etc.),
A3 paper,
2B-9B Pencil

Activity
Tips
Set up a Still Life of Interesting Ensure you select interesting
Objects
household objects

Create 2 large drawings of a
range of objects
Plants, Flowers, Trees, Leaves, Take 20 interesting photos
Digital Camera, Phone
Camera, Computer
Internet, Phone, Computer
Find examples of works of
5 artists/photographers who
focus on Natural Forms as
their subject matter

Outcome (work required)
4 A3 shaded pencil drawings

Draw from Real Life not from
photos
Photos from different angles

Photos in a PowerPoint slide

Close up shots
Search for Modern and Historical
artists and photographers

Photos in a Word document
5 examples of works by each
artist/photographer (PowerPoint)

We look forward to seeing the final products in September. Have fun and we’ll see you in September - UTC Sheffield – CDM/Art department

